SEM image alignment targets. Abundant metrology of device overlay, edge-to-edge overlay, and overlap area is then produced for all patterns within SEM field of view, starting with design intent in GDS and in pattern contours, physical definitions of edge, linewidth (CD), centerline (CL), overlay (OL) and EPE interlayer , detecting edge coordinates in SEM images, followed by contour extraction and data analyses while also accounting for target-and instrument-related measurement variations.
Bizen et al. report results from a mostly modeling based study of SEM imaging to optimally detect the pattern edge at the bottom of high aspect ratio structures. Not only does this help to improve the CD metrology of HAR structures, accurately detecting the bottom edge with CD-SEM may help to overcome the inaccuracy of conventional optical metrology on targets with sidewall asymmetry, such as due to asymmetric etch process on wafer edges.
Ohashi et al. describe an inspection application with effective detection of contact opens, i.e., of functional device failures, using SEM voltage contrast. Estimation of parasitic resistance and capacitance is enabled by considering the dynamics of e-beam interaction with the device structure and comparison of experimental VC vs. VC response from a newly developed dynamic changing model. This special section culminates with a technology review, by Inoue and Hasumi, of SEM-based overlay metrology. With SEM-based overlay metrology often bootstrapped using whatever means available and with little consideration of precision and accuracy, it is already used as a reference metrology and even for calibrating conventional optical overlay metrology in production, these authors describe this urgently needed technology in-full and in-depth for all applications: on overlay metrology structures, on device-like metrology structures, and directly on devices, for layer pairs where topography edges are readily detected by (low voltage) production CD-SEM and those that must rely on the materials contrast and high voltage, even on dynamic voltage contrast. This paper presents the state of the art in SEM based overlay metrology and shares a wealth of diverse SEM technology and SEM metrology applications know-how. Not only do you find accounts of most cases where SEM based (centerline) overlay and edge-to-edge overlay measurement can be made, but also the key technical details involved in making those measurements, performance data, analyses of metrology errors, even paths for improving SEM overlay metrology precision, accuracy, and throughput.
This special section uses rigorous definition of edge-toedge overlay, or whatever that width is called, and demonstrates effective means to directly measure it in devices, establishing de facto standards, metrology capability and process control for more "good die out" and continued device cell scaling.
